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Capturing customer sentiment
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Social media sites give influential customers a megaphone to broadcast
feelings about your brands. Successful companies understand they must
capture sentiment intelligence from those sites, but they also know that
reporting and evaluating customer sentiment is not enough. They must
integrate that intelligence with internal data from their SAP® Business
Suite applications.
Much of the information driving your business
comes from online sources like e-mail, tweets,
and blogs ‒ and the number of pages on the
Internet multiplies daily. Your infrastructure
applications generate ever more data too, as
they expand to handle new real-time input
from business processes. To capture insight
from online data, you must distill customer
opinions, perceptions, and experiences and
then merge that information with input from
SAP and non-SAP back-office applications to
feed analytics solutions. And to keep pace

with the information explosion, you need an
in-memory computing engine to power the
integrated process.
Enter the SAP HANA® Sentiment Intelligence
rapid-deployment solution. It harnesses inmemory analytics to bring you new business
value by helping you, for example, monitor and
improve marketing campaigns, plan successful
product enhancements, and manage pricing
and merchandising based on immediate
demand.
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Utilizing text data processing
functionality
Implementing sentiment
intelligence

The SAP HANA Sentiment Intelligence rapiddeployment solution uses text data processing
functionality in SAP Data Services software to
parse and disambiguate unstructured data. In
effect, it lets you extract usable meaning from
HTML, text, and XML documents from the
Web, file systems, spreadsheets, and other
repositories. It classifies sentiments recorded
in these documents from “strong-positive”
through “neutral” to “strong-negative.” The
solution then transforms extracted content
into structured data for standardizing, matching, and integrating into the SAP HANA
database.

Insight-to-action views support query, analysis,
and reporting across the entire database, so
information gleaned from unstructured text
helps build a single solid foundation on which
you can move from data to decision. Preconfigured analytical content leveraging a native
HTML5 toolkit for SAP HANA gives users a
consistent, intuitive sentiment cockpit on desktop and mobile devices. They can take advantage of optional SAP Lumira™ software to build
and share deep and broad analytical reports.
And they can apply predictive analytics on data
provided by sentiment intelligence to contribute to product and campaign planning.
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The solution is preconfigured to help you
acquire unstructured data from Facebook,
Twitter, and Google+. It also supports integration with social data systems from DataSift
and Gnip and with the SAP Jam social software platform. A configuration guide contains
suggestions for harvesting unstructured data
from a variety of other online sources. You
can perform semantic extraction and data
load from the sources you specify onto the
SAP HANA platform, feeding mash-up correlation analyses between campaign and service data. You can integrate unstructured

social media and other text data directly with
campaign and service management tools in
the SAP Customer Relationship Management
application. Preconfigured analytical content
gives end users immediate insight through
stunning graphical analysis of customer sentiment in an interface consistent across their
preferred devices.
The solution also provides how-to guides for
integrating with other SAP Business Suite
applications, and you can request consulting
services to add channels and design reports.

Our social world rewards companies that know how
to source ideas from a global audience and react
quickly to changing customer sentiment.
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Like all SAP Rapid Deployment solutions, the
solution for sentiment intelligence helps you
realize ROI quickly by reducing installation
time for core functionality. Running on SAP
HANA, it delivers a preconfigured business
intelligence and data services environment at
the speed of 21st-century commerce for Big
Data. And it is designed to be an affordable
solution with predictable costs.
The solution supports market-driven plans
and actions by distilling customer sentiment

data in real time and letting you integrate it
with information from your existing applications. Built-in natural language processing
for German, French, Spanish, and English
includes state-of-the-art semantic and statistical techniques to help ensure that output is
correct and useful. It also includes tools for
data modeling, lifecycle management, security enforcement, and operations monitoring.
Integration with current HTML5 technologies
enables powerful insight through clearly formatted and visually rich analytic views.

Leading search engines, news providers, and police
departments leverage the text data processing
functionality in our sentiment intelligence solution.
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Summary
The SAP HANA® Sentiment Intelligence rapiddeployment solution helps you gain unvarnished insights from direct contact with your
customers in social media. You can extract
their opinions and requests from Facebook,
Twitter, and Google+ and integrate the resulting information into your business intelligence
solution with the structured data your SAP®
Business Suite applications process.
Objectives
•• Record and interpret buying experiences
and product perceptions
•• Stay competitive through speedy response
to changing customer needs
•• Keep up with the explosion in enterprise
data
•• Harness the power of in-memory computing
•• Maximize the value of existing infrastructure

Quick Facts

Solution
•• Parsing through text data processing in SAP
Data Services software
•• Transformation of extracted content into
structured data for standardizing, matching,
and integrating into your database
•• Display of HTML5 views of sentiment
details consistently on desktop and mobile
devices
Benefits
•• Realize rapid ROI through streamlined implementation of preconfigured functionality
•• Integrate with and service management to
improve the customer experience
•• Improve responsiveness to changing customer demand by tapping into customer
sentiment
Learn More
For more on extracting sentiment
intelligence from social media, visit
www.sap.com/sentimentintelligence.
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